Abstract. This paper introduces iterative relaxation abstraction (IRA), a new method for reachability analysis of LHA that aims to improve scalability by combining the capabilities of current tools for analysis of low-dimensional LHA with the power of linear programming (LP) for large numbers of constraints and variables. IRA is inspired by the success of counterexample guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) techniques in verification of discrete systems. On each iteration, a low-dimensional LHA called a relaxation abstraction is constructed using a subset of the continuous variables from the original LHA. Hybrid system reachability analysis then generates a regular language called the discrete path abstraction containing all possible counterexamples (paths to the bad locations) in the relaxation abstraction. If the discrete path abstraction is non-empty, a particular counterexample is selected and LP infeasibility analysis determines if the counterexample is spurious using the constraints along the path from the original high-dimensional LHA. If the counterexample is spurious, LP techniques identify an irreducible infeasible subset (IIS) of constraints from which the set of continuous variables is selected for the the construction of the next relaxation abstraction. IRA stops if the discrete path abstraction is empty or a legitimate counterexample is found. The effectiveness of the approach is illustrated with an example.
Introduction
Hybrid automata are a well studied formalism for representing and analyzing hybrid systems, that is, dynamic systems with both discrete and continuous state variables [1] . LHA are an important subclass of hybrid automata that can be analyzed algorithmically and can asymptotically approximate hybrid automata with nonlinear continuous dynamics [2] . Tools for reachability analysis of LHA typically compute the sets of reachable states using polyhedra [3] , but the sizes of the polyhedral representations can be exponential in the number of continuous variables of the LHA. Therefore, procedures for analysis of linear hybrid automata (LHA) do not scale well with the number of continuous state variables in the model. Although there has been considerable progress in the development of tools and algorithms for analyzing LHA [4, 5] , there is still a great need to develop new techniques that can handle high-dimensional LHA.
The approach to LHA reachability analysis proposed in this paper is inspired by the success of the counterexample guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) technique for hardware and software verification [6, 7, 8] . In the CEGAR approach, in each iteration an abstraction of the original model (the concrete system) is constructed using only some of the state variables. The model with the smaller state space is then analyzed by a traditional model checking [9] algorithm. If this reduced model satisfies the given property, then the original system also satisfies the property and the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the CEGAR loop picks a counterexample reported by the model checking algorithm, which determines a path in the location graph of the LHA. A decision procedure is then applied to the constraints along this path in the concrete system to determine if the counterexample is valid (the constraints can be satisfied by some run of the LHA) or spurious (the constraints cannot be satisfied) in the concrete system. The constraints used to check the feasibility of the counterexample involve all variables in the concrete system. If the constraints can be satisfied, the path corresponds to a true counterexample and the algorithm terminates. If the counterexample is spurious, a subset of variables is selected such that the constraints along the counterexample path are still infeasible by asking the decision procedure for an unsatisfiable core [10] or by using heuristics [11] . These variables are added to the set of variables used thus far and a new abstraction is constructed. On each iteration, the abstractions are therefore more refined and exclude any previously discovered spurious counterexamples.
The power of the above approach derives from its construction of abstractions with a small number variables for which model checking is feasible, while leveraging the power of decision procedures to deal with constraints involving many variables to test the feasibility of counterexamples in the original highdimensional system. For LHA, we propose a similar approach in which full reachability analysis is performed on abstractions that have a small number of continuous variables. Linear programming (LP) is then applied as the decision procedure to check the validity of counterexamples using all of the variables in the original LHA. LP methods also find the variables to be used for constructing further abstractions. Linear programming for testing the feasibility of a path of a LHA was proposed in [12] .
The following steps comprise this approach, which we call iterative relaxation abstraction (IRA). On each iteration, a low-dimensional LHA called a relaxation abstraction is first obtained by using a subset of the continuous variables from the original LHA. Hybrid system reachability analysis then generates a regular language called the discrete path abstraction containing all possible counterexamples (paths to the bad locations) in the relaxation abstraction. If the discrete path abstraction is non-empty, a particular counterexample is selected and linear programming (LP) determines if the counterexample is spurious using the constraints along the path from the original high-dimensional LHA. If the counterexample is spurious, infeasibility analysis of linear programs is applied to find an irreducible infeasible subset (IIS) of constraints [13] for the infeasible linear program corresponding to the spurious counterexample. The variables in the IIS are then used to construct the next relaxation abstraction. IRA stops if the discrete path abstraction is empty or a legitimate counterexample is found.
In the CEGAR loop for the analysis of discrete systems, the variables obtained from a spurious counterexample on each iteration are added to the set of variables used in previous iterations to construct a new abstraction. Such an approach would be counterproductive for LHA, however, as LHA reachability analysis does not scale well with increasing numbers of continuous variables. To avoid growth in the number of variables in the relaxation abstractions, only the variables in the current IIS are used on each iteration to construct the next relaxation abstraction, rather than adding these variables to the set of previously used variables. This assures that the number of variables in the LHA to which reachabililty analysis is performed is as small as possible. Counterexamples from previous iterations are excluded at each stage by intersecting the discrete path abstraction generated by the hybrid system analysis with the discrete path abstractions from previous iterations before checking for new counterexamples.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces definitions and notation used throughout the paper. Section 3 defines the relaxation abstraction for LHA and a method for determining if a counterexample from a relaxation abstraction is also a counterexample for the original LHA. Section 4 presents the IRA procedure and Section 5 illustrates its application to a simple example. The performance of IRA is compared to the performance of PHAVer, a recently-developed LHA reachability analysis tool [5] . Section 6 summarizes the contributions of this paper and identifies directions for future work.
Preliminaries

Linear Constraints
We wish to apply a given set of constraints to different sets of variables. There 
denotes the value of the expression l X (true or false) for the valuation
, where FIN(A) denotes the set of finite subsets of a set A, P X l∈P l X , that is, P X is the predicate over R m defined by conjunction of the predicates determined by the linear constraints in P . The predicate P X corresponds to a closed polyhedron in R m defined by the intersection of the closed half-spaces determined by the linear constraints in P . We denote this polyhedron by P and write P ⇒ P to indicate that P ⊆ P .
Given a set of linear constraints P ⊂ L m , the support of P, is defined as
Given a second set of linear constraints P ⊂ L m , and a subset of indices I ⊂ {1, . . . , m}, P is said to be a relaxation of P over I, denoted P I P if: (i) P ⇒ P ; and (ii) support(P ) ⊆ I.
Relaxations of sets of linear constraints can be produced in many ways. For example, for an ordered set of m variables X, if X I denotes the variables from X corresponding to the indices in a set I ∈ {1, . . . , m}, applying the FourierMotzkin procedure [14] for existential quantifier elimination of the variables in X − X I from P X produces the projection of P X onto X I . This corresponds to the tightest relaxation of P over I, which we denote by proj I (P ). By "tightest" we mean that if P is any relaxation of P over I, then P I proj I (P ). A much looser relaxation of P is generated by simply eliminating the constraints involving variables not in X I . We call this method of relaxation localization because of its similarity to the localization abstraction proposed by Kurshan for discrete systems [6] . Localization of the constraints in P to the variables with indices in I is given by
A set of linear constraints P ⊂ L m is said to be satisfiable if there exists a valuation x ∈ R m for a set X of m real-valued variables such that P X (x) is true. We write SAT(P ) to indicate a set of linear constraints is satisfiable. If P is not satisfiable (in which case we write UNSAT(P )), we are interested in finding a minimal subset of constraints in P that is not satisfiable. This is known as an irreducible infeasible subset (IIS) of P , which is a subset P ⊆ P such that (i) UNSAT(P ) and (ii) for any l ∈ P , SAT(P − {l}) [13] . Although the problem of finding a minimal IIS (an IIS with the least number of constraints) is NP hard [15] , several LP packages include functions implementing efficient heuristic procedures to compute IISs that are often minimal (e.g., MINOS (IIS) [16] , CPLEX [17], IBM OSL [18] , LINDO [19] ).
Linear Hybrid Automata
Following [20] , we define a linear hybrid automaton (LHA) [20] as a tuple H = (G, n, ι, φ, γ, ρ), where
• Q is a finite set of locations;
• q 0 ∈ Q is the initial location;
• Q bad ⊂ Q is the set of bad locations (the locations that should not be reachable); • Σ is a finite set of labels;
• E ⊆ (Q − Q bad ) × Σ × Q is finite set of (labeled) transitions, where no two outgoing transitions from a given location have the same label; -n is the number of continuous state variables,
identifies the flow constraints for each location.
) identifies the jump relation for each transition.
Example 2. A run for t ≥ 0 for an LHA H is a (possibly infinite) sequence of the form
where for all k = 0, 1, . . .
n denotes the continuous evolution of the continuous state
Projecting a run onto the transitions (i.e., eliminating the continuous state variable evolution) leads to a sequence of the form π = q 0 , σ 1 , q 1 , σ 2 , q 2 , . . . , which corresponds to a path in the location graph. Projecting a path onto the transition labels gives a sequence of labels, ω = σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . . Since the labels on the outgoing transitions from each location are distinct, the sequence ω corresponds to a unique path (π) in the location graph. A sequence of transition labels is said to be feasible if the path to which it corresponds could be generated by a run of the LHA; otherwise, the sequence is said to be infeasible. A path that leads to a state in Q bad is called a counterexample. We let L CE (H) denote the set of all feasible sequences of transition labels generated by runs that lead to states in Q bad . The definition of the transitions in the location graph precludes transitions from any state in Q bad , therefore the sequences in
is not necessarily a regular language, however.
Relaxation Abstractions and Counterexample Analysis
In this section we first introduce a new class of abstractions for LHA based on relaxations of the linear constraint sets defining the invariants, flow constraints, guards, and jump relation for a given LHA. We then present a method using linear programming (LP) analysis for determining whether a counterexample for a relaxation abstraction is spurious for the original LHA.
Given an LHA H = (G, n, ι, φ, γ, ρ) and an index set I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with |I| = n < n, a linear hybrid automaton H = (G , n , ι , φ , γ , ρ ) is said to be a relaxation of H over I, denoted H I H, if
(e) (flows); -for each e ∈ E:
• γ (e) I γ(e) (guards);
• ρ (e) I ρ(e) (jump relations).
Example 3. Figure 2 shows a relaxed linear hybrid automaton derived from the LHA in Figure 1 over the index set I = 1. This relaxation is obtained by applying localization over I to each of the constraints in the original LHA.
Since the constraints defining a relaxation abstraction H are constraints of the relation defining the original LHA H, it follows that any run for H is also a run for H . Similarly, Given an LHA H and an index set I, let H be a relaxation of H over I. Given a counterexample for We let V π denote the set of variables defined above for a path π. From the constraints in H we construct the following constraints over the variables in V π that must be satisfied by a valid run for H. We denote this collection of linear constraints by C(H, π) or C π depending on the context:
: the initial continuous states must be in the invariant of q 0 ; -for k = 1, . . . , K, the k th transition in the path is e k = (q k−1 , σ k , q k ) and for each transition:
: the continuous state before the transition must satisfy the invariant of q k−1 ;
: the continuous state after the transition must satisfy the invariant of q k ;
: the continuous state before the transition must satisfy the guard of e k ;
: the continuous states before and after the transition must satisfy the jump relation for e k ; -for k = 0, . . . , (K − 1) :
is the set of linear constraints of the form l = ([c, −c, −b], ∼, 0) , each corresponding to a constraint l = (c, ∼, b) ∈ φ(q k ).
The final constraint, which represents the flow constraint in each location, follows from the following derivation:
As demonstrated in [12] , a path is feasible if and only if the above linear constraints are feasible.
Iterative Relaxation Abstraction
We now present the IRA procedure to CEGAR-based reachability analysis of LHA. The following paragraphs describe the IRA steps shown in Fig. 3 .
Step 1. Construct a relaxation abstraction over index set I i of the LHA H, H i Ii H. Any relaxation method can be applied to the linear constraints in H.
Step 2. Compute the next discrete path abstraction A i+1 CE (a regular language containing L CE (H)) as the intersection of the previous discrete path abstraction with L CE (H i ) , a regular language containing L CE (H i ), and (Σ * − ce i ) to assure the previous counterexample is removed from the next discrete path abstraction.
Step 3. Choose a counterexample ce i+1 from A i+1 CE , or set ce i+1 == null if A i+1 CE is empty. This operation is performed by Select CE(A i+1 CE ).
Step 4. ce i+1 == null indicates that no bad states are reachable in the original linear hybrid automaton
Step 5. Construct C = C(H, ce i+1 ), the set of linear constraints along the path in the location graph of H determined by ce i+1 .
Step 6. Apply LP to determine the feasibility of the constraints C. We know that SAT(C) if and only if ce i+1 is a valid counterexample in H [12] . Step 7. If UNSAT(C), apply LP infeasibility analysis to find a minimal IIS for the constraints in C. (Heuristic procedures will actually find an IIS that may not be minimal.)
Step 8. Find the set of state variable indices corresponding to the variables with indices in support(C). This is the operation represented by the function SV support(C).
Correctness of the IRA procedure (in the sense that if it terminates, it is correct) is guaranteed since the LHA H i and languages A i are overapproximations of H and L CE (H), respectively. Although termination cannot be guaranteed (becauseL CE (H i ) maybe an overapproximation of L CE (H i )), the sequence of discrete path abstractions generated on by the iterations is monotonically decreasing in size and any counterexample that has been analyzed is eliminated in future iterations.
Implementation and Example
The IRA has been implemented using PHAVer [5] for LHA reachability analysis and the CPLEX [17] library for LP analysis. PHAVer builds overapproximate discrete abstractions of the linear hybrid automata represented by finite automata. The discrete abstractions in the IRA tool are stored and manipulated using the AT&T FSM library [21] . The IRA tool provides users the ability to write their own relaxation functions. We experimented with two versions of IRA, referred to as IRA-Localization and IRA-FM. IRA-Loc is the implementation that uses localization as the technique for building the relaxation. IRA-FM is another implementation which uses the Fourier Motzkin procedure for implementing quantifier elimination to build the relaxation.
As an example, we consider the model of a central arbiter for a automated highway and analyze the arbiter for safety properties, particularly for the specification that no two vehicles on the automated highway collide with each other. The electronic arbiter enforces speed limits on vehicles on the automated highway to achieve this purpose. The arbiter provides allowed ranges of velocities for each vehicle [a, b] . When two vehicles come within a distance α of each other, we call this a "possible" collision event. The arbiter asks the approaching car to slow down by reducing the upper bound to [a, c ] and asks the leading car to speed up by increasing the lower bound to [c, b] ; it also requires that all other cars not involved in the possible collision slow down to a constant "recoverymode" velocity β for cars behind the critical region and β for cars in front of the critical region. When the distance between the two vehicles involved in the possible collision exceeds α, the arbiter model goes back to the dynamics of the cruise mode. The linear hybrid automata representing the case of four cars is shown in Fig. 4 . The example is easily parameterized by varying the number of cars on the highway.
We ran this example on an AMD Opteron four-processor x86 64 Linux machine running Fedora Core 5. The comparative results are shown in Table 1 . In each case with n cars, both IRA versions verify in n-1 iterations that the bad states are not reachable. Consequently, the tighter Fourier Motzkin relaxation offer no advantage for this example. We expect, however, that tighter relaxations will be necessary to verify properties of more complex systems. Further empirical studies are currently being pursued. The plot of the log of the time taken vs. the 
Discussion
IRA combines reachability analysis for low-dimensional LHA with the power of LP analysis for large numbers of variables. As proposed in [12] , linear programming is used as an efficient counterexample validation algorithm. This idea of using linear programming as a counterexample validation is also used in [22] . As linear programming is in P [23] , it is an efficient counterexample validation procedure for high dimensional LHA. Also, if a counterexample is found and validated, the reachability procedure can terminate immediately.
The IRA procedure uses linear constraint relaxation as a technique for generating abstractions of LHA. In contrast to previously proposed CEGAR techniques for hybrid system analysis in which abstractions are refined by splitting locations ( [24] , [25] ), the relaxation abstraction retains the location graph as the original LHA.
We are working on extending the results in this paper to nonlinear hybrid automata. We are also currently evaluating the effectiveness of this procedure on a number of other benchmark problems.
